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BNB|BALL is a multiplayer H2HE (Head2Head Earn) football/soccer game.
Players can wager against each other in individual matches, leagues or
tournaments and win BNBB or BNB. Each player must stake 10 tokens on
our platform to qualify for the leaderboard rewards or participate in our
leagues and tournaments. 

BNB|BALL also has a 25k pad where participants must be staking 10 tokens
to participate in FCFS rounds or be staking 25 tokens minimum to secure
one of our 100 seats in the premium tier. If any funds remain from the 100
guaranteed allocations, the FCFS occurs. 1 token owned and staked is the
requirement for our whitelist.

BNB|BALL will also aim to release our Swap on BSC, where all transaction
fees will be used toward our weekly leaderboard. 

Along with our swap, we will introduce a staking platform for those coins
to access our multiplayer leaderboard and leagues. Those staking pools
will be provided in BBNB(our reward token) and the token will be listed on
our platform.

WHAT IS BNBBALL?

In development and subject to change



Through strategic development and community insights, BNBBALL
aims to become the home of Soccer esports players, while
simultaneously providing an ecosystem where users can play,
socialize and work in the same space.

By bringing together the most significant aspects of blockchain
games and developing a user-friendly, competitive, fair, and wholly
original game system, a self-sustaining model for BNBBALL has been
created.

Our goal is to unite the crypto community with the football industry
in a novel and exciting way. we developed this project – BNBBALL, a
platform for football enthusiasts to have fun 
and play a game based on blockchain 
technology and our native token ($BNBB).

Playing against each other 1-on-1 for wager

Playing in leagues against friends or strangers

Playing in tournaments against friends or strangers 

Staking

OUR COMMUNITY CAN EARN BY

VISION OF BNBBALL



THE BOOMING GAMES INDUSTRY
It's no secret that the video game industry has experienced

phenomenal growth in recent decades. From pixelated graphics to

immersive virtual worlds, the evolution of video games has been

nothing short of incredible. Let's put it in perspective. In the year

2000, the global video game market was worth $8 billion, fast

forward to 2022 and the industry raked in a whopping $267 Billion.

And the numbers keep climbing, with experts estimating the market

value to reach $404 billion in 2027

It's not just the size of the industry that's grown, the reach and

impact of video games has expanded as well. In fact, more than 2.7

billion people worldwide play games on average 1.13 hours per day.

That's almost a third of the world's population!

It's clear that the video game industry is not and has never been just

a passing fad, but a thriving and lucrative market that's here to stay.

And with the advancements in technology and the rise of esports.

In development and subject to change | source www.statista.com 2023



GAMEPLAY EASY AND SIMPLE
1. Installation/Access
Players can choose to either install the app on their device or play
directly via a website.

Upon opening the game, players are prompted to connect their
crypto wallet to the game interface. This could be achieved using
popular wallet integration solutions like MetaMask or other crypto
wallets.

2. Wallet Connection
Players connect their crypto wallet to the game. This step is crucial
as it ensures that the in-game assets, rewards, and transactions are
linked to their blockchain wallet.

3. Lobby and Setup
Once the wallet is connected, players are directed to a lobby where
they can see available opponents or invite friends.

In development and subject to change
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4. Starting a Match
Players initiate matchmaking by pressing "Start," acknowledging the
wagering requirements for Matchplay (when starting a match),
signaling the beginning of the 1v1 soccer game.

5. In-Game Interface:
 The game screen displays a soccer field with two nets, one for each
player (user and opponent).
Avatars or team logos represent the players on the field.

In development and subject to change
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6. Gameplay Mechanics
Navigate spherical in-game characters using arrow keys and
spacebar controls. Enjoy dynamic gameplay as the ball bounces off
characters' heads, adding strategic depth. Master timing and
precision for an engaging and intuitive gaming experience.

7. Crypto Rewards and Transactions
When the game is completed, the winner shall receive a reward
equivalent to 1.8 times the amount of tokens wagered by both
participating players. This ensures a payout to the victorious player
based on the agreed-upon token wager, creating a rewarding
incentive for skillful gameplay.

8. Scoring and Leaderboards
 The leaderboard is reserved for the top 10 users who have staked
tokens on our platform. Those who qualify for the leaderboard will
receive BNB rewards at the end of each week

In development and subject to change

9. Post-Match
After a match, players can remain in the lobby to discover new
opponents, join leagues or tournaments, and engage in ongoing
token wagers.



By combining blockchain technology with a soccer-themed game,
you can create a unique and engaging experience for players while
leveraging the benefits of decentralized and transparent
transactions.

BNBBALL NFT
H2HE (Head to Head Earn)
BNBBALL Swap
BNBALL Farm

ECOSYSTEM

In development and subject to change



TOKEN ECONOMICS

ROADMAP



All users who stake a minimum of 1000 tokens will automatically
qualify for the BNB|BALL Leaderboard Rewards. This is a way to
reward investors who participate in all of our products. If your wallet
is one of the highest earners in the multiplayer game and you have
staked 1000 tokens, you'll be eligible for prizes. If you haven’t staked
the required 1000 tokens, you won’t qualify for prizes, and the next
user on the board with 1000 tokens staked will be rewarded.

Staking 1000 tokens will also give eligibility for Leagues. Leagues will
have prizes and live tables online. Each match will be watched and
monitored for the results that are recorded on the league table as
an official result.

STAKING

RULES
Each IDO will undergo a snapshot at a specific time. To be eligible,
wallets must stake a minimum of 1000 tokens. If any wallets with
1000 tokens or more are not eligible, the spot will be filled by a wallet
from the previous snapshot that has staked 1000 tokens or more and
still holds that balance for the current IDO.

The launchpad requires a minimum staking of 1000 tokens. This
strategic move aims to reduce the circulating supply, fostering the
token's growth. Stakers will also enjoy membership privileges and
participation in the leaderboard.



1. Financial Risks: Participation in BNBBALL involves the use of
cryptocurrencies, which are subject to market volatility. Players
should be aware of the potential financial risks associated with the
value fluctuation of cryptocurrencies.

2. Wallet Security: Connecting your wallet to BNBBALL is necessary for
participating in the game. Ensure that you are using a secure and
reputable cryptocurrency wallet.

3. Regulatory Compliance: Users are responsible for complying with
the laws and regulations of their respective jurisdictions regarding
the use of cryptocurrencies and blockchain-based games.

4. Smart Contracts: BNBBALL utilizes smart contracts to execute
various in-game functions. While efforts are made to ensure the
security and reliability of these contracts, unforeseen issues may
arise. Players should be aware of the inherent risks associated with
smart contracts.

5. In-Game Assets: The in-game assets, rewards, and
cryptocurrencies earned within BNBBALL are digital and exist solely
within the game environment. They do not represent real-world
assets unless explicitly stated otherwise.

6. Educational Resources: Players are encouraged to educate
themselves about blockchain technology, cryptocurrencies, and
smart contracts before participating in BNBBALL.

7. Age Restrictions: BNBBALL is intended for players of legal age in
their respective jurisdictions. Minors are advised to seek parental
consent before participating in the game.

DISCLAIMER



8. Disclaimer of Liability: BNBBALL and its developers are not liable for
any direct or indirect losses, damages, or consequences arising
from the use of the game. Players engage with the game at their
own risk.

By accessing and playing BNBBALL, you acknowledge that you have
read, understood, and agreed to the terms outlined in this
disclaimer. If you do not agree with any part of this disclaimer,
please refrain from using the game.

BNBBALL reserves the right to update or modify this disclaimer at any
time without prior notice. It is the player's responsibility to stay
informed about any changes.

Website: www.bnbball.com

Telegram: https://t.me/bnbballofficial

Twitter: https://twitter.com/BNB_BALL

Email id:  bcmsimon@bnbball.com

IMPORTANT LINKS

http://www.bnbball.com/
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